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Abstract—Layout analysis, which aims to detect and categorize
areas of interest on document images, is an increasingly impor-
tant part in document image processing. Existing researches have
conducted layout analysis on various documents, but none has
been proposed for documents yielded from teaching, i.e. exam
papers and workbooks, which are worth studying. In this paper,
we propose a novel layout analysis system to achieve two tasks
for workbook pages and exam papers respectively. On one hand,
we segment text and non-text areas of workbook pages. On
the other hand, we extract regions of interest on exam papers.
Our system is based on connected component (CC) analysis,
specifically, it extracts geometric features and spatial information
of CCs to recognize page elements. We carried out experiments on
images collected from real-world scenarios, and promising results
confirmed the applicability and effectiveness of our system.
Index Terms—Layout Analysis, Connected Component Analy-
sis, Digital Image Processing
I. INTRODUCTION
It is inconvenient to store, retrieve and analyze paper docu-
ments. Now people are increasingly inclined toward paperless
office, promoting rapid development of document image pro-
cessing. Layout analysis, also known as page segmentation
or page object detection, is a fundamental step of document
image processing. It aims to automatically extract regions of
interest on document images and classify them without text
recognition or human supervision [1]. A great performance of
layout analysis boosts accuracy and efficiency of subsequent
processes, especially OCR (optical character recognition). In
addition, layout information can help to build a logical re-
lationship among different parts for a more comprehensive
document understanding.
Several challenges of document images processing are as
follows. First, the inter-class variance is small while the intra-
class variance is large among different elements. For example,
most document elements have the same black color, preventing
distinguishing with color features. On the contrary, elements
of the same class have great differences from each other due to
arbitrary orientations, large scale changes and different fonts.
Second, layout styles and kinds of page elements can vary a
lot with categories of documents. For example, documents are
either double column or single column; and some documents
may contain hybrid elements. Third, there is still a huge
lack of data for research. These challenges cause tremendous
hardship to propose a universally general method. Currently
most existing researches mainly focus on one specific kind of














Fig. 1: Two application scenarios we envision for our layout
analysis system: teachers scan the exam papers after marking
and students take pictures of the workbooks after finishing
practicing. These images will enter our layout analysis sys-
tem, which can detect desirable objects for subsequent data
analysis.
There is a large literature in layout analysis of various
documents, but to the best of our knowledge, there is no
work devoting to exam papers or workbook pages yielded
from educational teaching though they are ubiquitous. We
consider two practical application scenarios shown in Fig. 1.
One scenario is that teachers mark exam papers and the other
one is that students practice at home. It is easy to scan or
take photos to get document images. A layout analysis system
receives these scanned exam papers or workbook page photos
and then outputs regions of interest with category labels. With
the layout analysis results, people can further recognize the
detected areas and mine data from them for many applications,
for example, building student portraits to customize more
efficient learning plans.
The layout analysis methods can be basically classified into
three types: bottom-up, top-down and hybrid methods [4].
Bottom-up methods start from small elements like pixels and
then gather homogeneous elements into zones of correspond-
ing classes. Top-down methods [5], [6] start from the entire
page or few big regions, and then constantly divide regions into
smaller zones based on texture features or homogeneous rules
until no zone can be divided. Top-down methods are easy to
be implemented, but are incapable of documents with complex
layouts. By contrast, bottom-up methods are able to handle
more kinds of documents including namely non-Manhattan
layout pages and so on, but they need higher computational
cost as an exchange. Hybrid methods integrate these two
methods, and one of the most representative methods is CC
analysis [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]: CCs are detected from
the the entire images first, and then researchers analyze these
CCs to acquire areas of interest. Hybrid methods combine the
benefits of bottom-up and top-down methods, they can handle
a variety of documents with relatively fast speed.
We extend CC analysis to process workbooks and exam
papers with rule-based heuristics. There are four basic steps:
binarization, morphological operations, contour extraction [13]
and CC analysis. First, binarization segments the input image
into foreground contents and background, generating a binary
image. Second, morphological operations transform the binary
images to underline desirable objects or filter out useless parts.
Then we trace contours [13] to obtain CCs (there is a one-to-
one correspondence between contours and CCs). We analyze
geometric features and spatial relations of CCs to achieve
layout analysis. In our system, we use three binarization
algorithm and special morphological operations to get better
binary maps for detection. It worth noting that we always add a
Gaussian blur filter in advance of binarization to reduce noises.
Our system performed quite well on real data, strongly proving
its applicability and effectiveness.
Our main contributions are as follows:
1) Facing unusual challenges, we propose a novel layout
analysis system for exam papers and workbook pages. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work processing these
documents which has great significance to education.
2) Our system only uses basic digital image processing tech-
niques to trade off efficiency and accuracy. It does not require
any complicated model or expensive computational cost, so
our system is convenient to be implemented in practice.
3) We collected several exam papers and workbook pages
from real-world scenarios for experiments. The layout analysis
results were satisfactory with only a little errors occurring,
which is acceptable, and the validity of our proposed system
was verified.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section II and
Section III introduce processes of layout analysis on workbook
pages and exam papers in detail respectively. Section IV
describes experiments we conducted and shows the results.
Finally, Section V draws a conclusion and gives some possible
improvements.
II. TEXT AND NON-TEXT SEGMENTATION OF WORKBOOK
PAGES
First, we illustrate the framework for segmenting text and
non-text areas of workbook pages. Although text segmentation
has been widely studied, it is still challenging considering
that workbooks mix Chinese characters, English alphabets
and mathematical symbols. In addition, the layouts are more
complex, making it impossible to utilize alignment information
[11]. Existing researches segment with size information at first
[14], [11] to get coarse segmentation, and then further extract
texts from small CCs. We use the two-stage framework by



























Fig. 2: The workflow of segmenting text and non-text areas
on workbooks. We divide CCs based on size information first.
Large CCs are classified into non-text areas while small CCs
are further identified.
special morphological transformations for better segmentation,
and use only Harris corners for identification of small CCs.
A. Coarse Segmentation
As mentioned in the previous section, the workbook pages
are photos, so the performance of binary transformation may
suffer from uneven illumination. Thus we use an adaptive
local binarization approach [15] which is robust to illumination
changes.
To better distinguish small texts between large graphics,
existing studies usually fill contours by different means: filling
the whole regions according to different rules [11], [12], [9]
or performing hole-filled morphological closing [10]. How-
ever, there are two problems in our scenario that filling is
inapplicable to. First, Chinese characters usually consist of
several components like radicals, so multiple CCs will be
generated just for one character. Another problem is that
some foreground pixels may be lost due to low quality of
document images, hence a page element may be broken up
into several CCs. Too many small CC pieces make difficulty
on merging [16] and reduce computation efficiency. We use
a morphological dilation operation with the structural element
of 5×5 square to alleviate the two problems at the same time.
Fig. 3a shows a dilated binary image. We extract contours
from dilated binary images and divide CCs by sizes. All large
CCs are classified as non-text areas while small CCs as shown
in Fig. 3b need refined identification next.
B. Refined Segmentation of Small CCs
The majority of small CCs are body texts apart from
a few noises and small non-text elements. To simplify the
identification, firstly we perform morphological dilation again
but with a different structural element: we use a short dash
of width h̃, the average height of all small CCs. CCs are
(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Fig. 3: The procedure of segmenting text and non-text areas
on workbook pages. (a) shows all CCs and (b) shows small
CCs only. (c) is transformed from (b) through morphological
dilation, and then noises are removed on (d). The segmentation
result is shown as (e) where blue and red bounding boxes label
non-text areas and text lines respectively.
widened through this transformation. Specially, the laterally
adjacent text components are merged into text lines, and the
text areas stand out from other two kinds of small CCs, hence
a simplistic approach is sufficient to separate them out. As
shown in Fig. 3c and 3d, noises are easily to be removed
based on their small sizes. Tiny non-text CCs and short text
lines are similar in terms of size, but the outer contours of non-
text components are intuitively more smooth than that of text
strings. Therefore we calculate Harris corners [17] of every
contour curve to distinguish them. If a curve contains more
corners over certain threshold, the corresponding CC will be
consider as text. Finally we obtain text and non-text areas as
shown in Fig. 3e.
III. EXTRACT REGIONS OF INTEREST ON EXAM PAPERS
Different from the segmentation task for workbooks, we
detect specific regions of exam papers to extract desirable
information, including student information, exam information
and question information. Fig. 4 shows the flow diagram. The
input is two side pages, we correct them respectively and stitch
them together into the whole exam paper for final detection.
There are two parts to the entire process: preprocessing and
detecting regions of interest on exam papers.
Preprocessing
Object detection 
on exam papers 
Global binarization

















Fig. 4: The workflow of layout analysis of exam papers. We
first perform preprocessing, and then detect desirable regions
on exam papers.
A. Preprocessing
Our system accomplishes two main tasks during preprocess-
ing: correction and stitching. Correction is a routine operation
in document image processing including rotating images to
correct orientations and eliminating probable skews or tilts.
Normally the input of our system is two images of both sides
of an exam paper (one side is scanned at a time) rather than
a complete paper image, so we need to stitch them together.
Many efforts have been done to detect orientation and skew
by projection profiles [18], [4]. This method highly relies on
alignment of page components and rich texts, but exam papers
have irregular layouts and no enough alignment information. It
is noticed that scanned exam papers all have specific elements:
there are two small black solid rectangles fixed on the upper
edge of every page for locating when scanning. We call them
locating points and try to use them for page correction.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 5: Comparison between the results of the Gaussian
adaptive binarization (a) and the Otsu’s method (b). We get
complete locating points on the top of (b).
We perform the classic global thresholding named the
Otsu’s method [19] in binarization. Though local adaptive
thresholding algorithms usually perform better, we found that
local methods cannot preserve complete locating points. As
shown in Fig. 5, locating points become hollow rectangles after
local binarization while the Otsu’s method does not damage
them. A possible explanation for this might be that local
methods calculate thresholds based on the neighbor areas, and
the inner areas of locating points are all black, thus quite low
thresholds for inner pixels are calculated by mistake.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6: Process of detecting locating points. (a) is the original
image. (b) is the binary image of (a). After morphological
erosion, we got (c) where there are only locating points left.
After binarization, we get Fig. 6b, it is too computationally
cumbersome to extra only two locating points by analyzing
all the components. Inspired by multiresolution morphology
method [20] and its improved version [10], we found that
components with thinner lines or strokes are easier to be
removed by morphological opening, and the threshold of thick-
ness depends on the size of structural elements. The locating
points can be seen as extremely thick dashes, so we perform
opening operation with a large structural element to extract
them. We set the structural element a square with the side
length of min/90, where min denotes the minimum between
the height and width of the whole image. Finally, we get
locating points left only shown as Fig. 6c. To remove possible
noises, we conduct a simple post-process using some heuristic
rules based on positional relationship and spacial information.
For example, locating points are paired and aligned with each
other, also they are very close to the edge of pages.
Then it is quite easy to correct pages with the coordinates
of locating points. When pages are in the correct orientations,
locating points are on the upper side. Based on this, we
can rotate pages to right orientations. To eliminate skew, we
calculate the slope of the straight line which connects locating
points to get skew angle. Then stitching the corrected pages
together, we get a complete exam paper for detection.
B. Desirable Region Detection on Exam Papers
Exam paper images may suffer from auxiliary degradations
when printing and scanning, here we determine to use local
binarization to generate more refined binary images. We take
the Gaussian thresholding method which calculates Gaussian-
weighted sum of neighbour area as the threshold to for each
pixel.
On exam papers, desirable information is surrounded by
similar thick rectangles. First, we try to extract thick CCs.
Similar with the process of extracting locating points above,
we transform images by opening to filter out all thin lines with
the structural element of which the side is min/30. Then we
identify rectangular shapes from thick CCs.
(a) (b)
Fig. 7: The example of an incomplete bold box with the
contour drawn in green on (a). The whole rectangular region
was extracted successfully through our rectangle detection, and
the bounding box was drawn on (b).
Most methods detect rectangles based on line analysis. Re-
search used the Hough transform [21] or edge detection with
gradient [22] to extract straight lines, and then find out shapes
which satisfy artificial geometric conditions, such as that two
pairs of opposite sides are parallel, to recognize rectangles.
But the contours of components are not always perfect due to
smudges or fading on scanned papers, complicating detection
on sides of a CC. So we convert to mine vertex relationships
for rectangle detection.
We combine polygonal approximation [23] and corner anal-
ysis [24], [25] for rectangle detection. Polygonal approxima-
tion is to select several key points of contour to be vertices of
its approximate polygon. But contours of incomplete rectan-
gles may not be rectangular as illustrated in Fig. 7a, where the
green curve represents the detected contour. To get the accurate
rectangular regions, we firstly find out vertices of right angles
from contour points, denoting as kps, and then calculate the
convex hull h of the kps by algorithm proposed by Sklansky
[26]. Finally, we find approximate polygon of h to get p. If
p has four sides, which means that we find a contour with
four right angles, the corresponding CC will considered as
rectangle.
Ultimately, we can classify these boxes based on their
geometric features and coordinates to get layout analysis
results. For example, the exam information is on the upper
left of page, and the student information is always on the left
and the corresponding rectangular CC has a much small aspect
ratio.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The experiments are conducted on exam papers and work-
book pages respectively. Our system was implemented with
C# language. The computer for experiments is equipped with
Fig. 8: Desirable regions belonging to different categories are drawn on the preprocessed images with different color bounding
boxes: cyan boxes for student information region, green for exam paper information, red for answer sheets of objective questions
and blue for score boxes of subjective questions. The numbers in blue and red around boxes are question numbers.
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40GHz with 16GB
RAM. In particular, we implemented basic image process such
as binarization, morphological operation and contour tracing
with the awesome OpenCV library.
TABLE I: Layout analysis results of exam papers
Exam Student Subjective Objective
Information Information Questions Questions
Pre(%) 0.9970 0.9985 0.9896 0.9916
Firstly, we study the performance of our proposed system
on exam papers. We have collected 662 marked papers from
elementary and junior high schools, which cover multiple
subjects including Mathematics, English, Chinese, Physics and
Biology. Preprocess managed to get all complete corrected
papers, then the experimental task is to detect four objects on
papers: exam information regions, student information regions,
score boxes of subjective questions and answer sheets of
objective questions. The detection precision of each object was
counted. Table I shows satisfactory results: the precisions for
all objects are higher than 0.98. Fig. 8 shows some examples
of detected regions on exam papers. We draw bounding boxes
in different colors which distinguish categories. In addition, we
numbered objective and subjective questions with blue and red
figures respectively.
(a) (b)
Fig. 9: Some results of workbook image segmentation. Objects
in red boxes are text regions detected by our system, and blue
are non-text areas.
For experiment on workbook page detection, we took photos
of 118 pages from primary school Math workbooks. Our
system successfully detected all text and non-text areas of 111
pages. Fig. 9 shows some examples of detection results. Some
misclassification occurs in Fig. 9a, where the first text line was
classified as non-text because it is very slanted. What’s more,
we regard decorated text lines as illustrations, but at bottom
of Fig. 9a, the decorated subtitle is included in the text area.
Despite a bit of mistakes, our system performed well enough
to be put into practical usage.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We proposed a novel system to undertake layout analysis
of exam papers and workbook pages based on CC analysis.
Our system achieved two different tasks respectively on these
two documents: text and non-text segmentation for workbook
pages and desirable region detection for exam papers. Images
collected from real-world scenarios were used in the experi-
ments, and the satisfactory results proved the practical value
of our system. Besides, our systems is implemented with basic
digital image processing techniques, so it is lightweight and
easy to be put into practical applications.
There are several possible improvements. First, some de-
tected non-text areas containing texts, and we plan to do
further extraction. Second, the handwriting detection is an
interesting yet challenging task, we want to achieve it in
exam paper processing. Third, our system depends on simple
heuristics and it is not flexible enough, more sophisticated
machine learning algorithms can help to explore a versatile
and generic layout analysis system.
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